In order to solve the problems of traditional harmony search in complex function multiobjective optimization, such as low precision, slow convergence, and easy to fall into local optimum, this article proposes a multiobjective optimization harmony search parallel algorithm based on cloud computing. First, according to the characteristics that the traditional harmony search algorithm uses a single harmony library for storing and processing the memory harmony, and it is divided into multiple harmony sublibraries according to different harmony. At the same time, the roulette selection and dynamic trade-off factor strategies are used for the dynamic setting of harmony memory library value-taking probability, pitch fine-tuning probability, pitch fine-tuning bandwidth, and other parameters which the traditional harmony search algorithm mainly relies on. Then, MapReduce programming model is used to establish Map and Reduce core parallel computing functions, to construct the parallel algorithm of dynamic parameter harmony search based on cloud computing. Finally, the algorithm optimization comparison test is conducted on Hadoop platform and compared with several existing optimal harmony search algorithms, the searching precision of this algorithm is improved by eight orders of magnitude, and the iteration number on the convergence speed is reduced by 6500 times, and the parallel achieves the linear acceleration ratio. Experimental results show that the optimization efficiency of this algorithm is higher than several existing optimal harmony search algorithms.
Introduction
Harmonic search (HS) algorithm is a heuristic intelligent optimization algorithm 1,2 recently developed after heuristic search algorithms such as genetic algorithm, artificial bee colony algorithm, ant colony algorithm, and artificial fish swarm algorithm. This algorithm has been widely used in the fields of combinatorial optimization, machine learning, signal processing, data mining, self-adaptive control, and artificial life because of its simple structure, few parameters, low requirement on the features of processing problems, and good robustness. However, this algorithm has less parameters, and the setting of each parameter is very sensitive to the performance of the algorithm. In addition, the updating speed of solution vector is too slow, which leads to the low inefficiency of this algorithm in processing the combinatorial optimization problem. 3 In view of the shortcomings of this algorithm, domestic and foreign scholars carried out the improvement and research from the aspects such as search strategy, parameter optimization, and search capabilities and have achieved some results. However, some problems such as low precision in complex function multiobjective optimization, slow convergence, and easy to fall into the local optimum remain to be resolved. Therefore, we used MapReduce parallel model to conduct its parallel optimization design, 4 with self-adaptive adjustment of parameters, and established the parallel algorithm of dynamic parameter harmony search (HS) based on MapReduce, so as to solve the optimization and precision solving problem of large-scale complex function.
Related work
Basic concept of HS algorithm HS algorithm was first proposed by Korean scholar Geem et al. 5 in 2001; the algorithm constructs the solution vector into the harmony memory library and preserves and transforms the solution components through memory learning, random selection, and pitch finetuning to obtain the new solution, and the original solutions with poor adaptability are replaced by the better new solutions to complete the update of whole harmony library. The whole process keeps iterating until the termination condition is reached. The multiobjective optimization process is as follows 6 and its flowchart is shown in Figure 1 f(x 2 ),. . ., f(x n )] T , Initialize the HMCR, PAR, bw parameters of the algorithm; 2. Initialize the harmony memory library, the library size is HMS.
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HS algorithm is widely used in various optimization problems due to its good adaptability, 7 and the related improvement strategies are more and more abundant.
Regarding the improvement of parameter optimization, Mahdavi et al. 8 proposed the improved harmony search algorithm (IHS), in which PAR is designed to linearly increase with the increase of iteration number, while the harmony fine-tuning bandwidth bw decreases exponentially with the increase of iteration number, which improves the algorithm optimization precision, but the perturbation probability of linear changes is not conducive to the algorithm faster jumping out of local optimum in the latter stage; Ouyang et al. 9 proposed a modified harmony search algorithm, which uses the mean of single-dimensional harmony as the harmony fine-tuning bandwidth, so that the adjustment magnitude becomes wider, but it does not take into account how to set up the perturbation probability of solutions; Li et al. 10 proposed a chaotic harmony search algorithm (CHS); this algorithm introduces a chaotic perturbation parameter to perform the ergodic perturbation on optimal solutions, which enhances the local search ability of algorithm; however, it still depends on the empirical setting in the parameter selection of HS.
In parallel processing of algorithms, Jiang et al. 11 proposed a parallel harmony search algorithm for dynamic harmony library, which establishes multiple harmony libraries for parallel search, and then selects the optimal solutions of each harmony library to form a new dynamic harmony library, which enhances the global search ability of the algorithm; Ni et al. 12 proposed an improved cloud harmony search algorithm, which uses the Skyline method to initialize the harmony memory library under parallel programming framework of MapReduce, and it improves the parallel efficiency of the algorithm. Although the parallel processing of HS algorithm improved the optimization efficiency of global searching ability, it still depends on the fixed parameter selection in local search, and the algorithm still needs to be improved in search precision.
Problems in traditional HS algorithm
The traditional HS algorithm has some problems such as low precision in complex function multiobjective optimization, slow convergence, and easy to fall into the local optimum, the main reasons are as follows: first, the traditional HS algorithm uses a single harmony memory library, which brings a greater limit to the solution search scope. When the harmony library size is relatively small, it loses the global search performance, with low precision. When the harmony library size is large, a large-scale iteration can only update a solution, and the optimization efficiency is very low. 13, 14 Second, the traditional HS algorithm mainly depends on three parameters: harmony memory library value-taking probability HMCR, pitch fine-tuning probability PAR, and pitch finetuning bandwidth bw. While HMCR determines the generation forms of new solutions in each iteration, which affects the global searching ability of the algorithm. The original algorithm usually takes the fixed empirical design for the setting of HMCR, which affects the solving precision; the parameter PAR plays the role of controlling the local search, and in the later stage of algorithm iteration, the harmony in memory library starts convergence, thus the search for solutions is easy to fall into local optimum, and the setting of parameter PAR affects the precision of solutions; the role of pitch fine-tuning bandwidth bw is to control the changing magnitude of solutions, and the traditional fixed bandwidth settings affect the solution scope.
Ideas to solve problems
In order to solve the problems in traditional HS algorithm, and according to MapReduce parallel characteristics of high performance and divide and conquer, we divided the single harmony memory library into several harmony sublibraries according to different harmonies, then constructed the Map mapping function to optimize and solve different harmony sublibraries, and constructed the Reduce function to combine the parallel solutions of all sublibraries to get the optimal solution. It realized the transformation from original single CPU serial solution in a single harmony library into parallel solution by a number of CPU (nodes) on multiple sublibraries at the same time. On the basis of MapReduce parallel harmony search, three parameters of HS algorithm are dynamically optimized. During parallel search of multiple harmony libraries, each harmony library solution may be quite different, the harmony memory learning method is adopted regarding the pros and cons of each harmony library solution, and at the same time, the roulette algorithm is introduced to perform the self-adaptive setting on HMCR parameters of individual harmony library. For the parameter PAR, it is easy to fall into the local optimum in the later stage of algorithm iteration, which needs a larger perturbation probability to jump out of local optimum. Therefore, we set the parameter PAR to increase gradually with the increase of iteration number. The pitch fine-tuning bandwidth parameter bw is difficult to adapt to the requirements of parallel search of multiple harmony libraries due to traditional fixed bandwidth setting, thus the perturbation amplitude of solutions is larger in harmony memory library with more dispersed solution vectors, the parameter bw requires the dynamic setting according to the information of upper and lower bounds of solution components in harmony library. The following is the detailed realization of MapReduce-based Dynamic Parameters HS Algorithm based on this concept.
Design of dynamic parameter HS parallel algorithm Partitioning and parallel processing of harmony library
Assuming that a single harmony library in traditional HS algorithm is HM_INIT, its feasible domain range is [a, b] and its size is HMS. In order to realize the parallel processing, HM_INIT is decomposed into m sublibraries of Map function performs the parallel processing of the harmony in the sublibrary, calculates the probability HMCR of the harmony in the sublibrary, and retains the optimal solution, then the remaining unreserved harmonies are replaced by the harmonies randomly selected from other sublibraries. For the preserved harmony optimal solution, the perturbation is carried out with probability PAR.
The sublibraries are set as HM 0 1 , HM 0 2 . . . HM 0 m after the perturbation operation, the corresponding objective function values of each sublibrary solution are calculated through reduce operations, then the sublibrary is merged, and the repeated solution is deleted to obtain the combined harmony memory library HM_COMBINE.
According to the objective function values of each harmony, the harmony adaptability degree is calculated as the determination criterion of good harmony, the adaptability between the harmony in HM_COMBINE and the worst harmony in HM_INIT is compared subsequently, if the harmony component adaptability in HM_COMBINE is higher than the worst harmony in HM_INIT, then this harmony is used to replace the worst harmony, and after updating step by step, the repeated solution in the memory library is deleted to get new HM_INIT. Map and Reduce functions are calculated through repeated iterations until the maximum iteration number.
Dynamic setting of parameters
Dynamic HMCR setting method based on roulette. In order to make the better harmony components being learned, we introduced the roulette selection concept in genetic algorithm 15 to improve HMCR parameter settings. Its method is as follows: the harmony memory process is divided into three stages to obtain the dynamic HMCR by calculating the harmony adaptability. 16 In the first stage, the sum of harmony adaptability in each sublibrary is calculated to obtain the value-taking probability HMCR i of memory sublibrary
wherein fHM i is the adaptability summation of all harmonies in the ith sublibrary, and m is the number of sublibraries. When constructing the new sublibrary, the probability HMCR i is used for memory learning from original sublibrary.
In the second stage, the cumulative selection probabilities of each harmony in sublibrary i are calculated
wherein PHM j is the selection probability that the jth harmony in the sublibrary is learned. The process of constructing a new sublibrary simulates the roulette selection, the HM harmonies in the sublibrary are sorted and numbered according to the size of adaptability degree, and the harmony selection probabilities after the descending order are, respectively, P 1 , P 2 , P 3 ,. . . P HM , and the corresponding cumulative probability is, respectively
In the third stage, the harmony to be learned is selected according to random number, and the selection method of the learning harmony A is as follows
wherein, Random (0,1] is the random number between 0 and 1, k is the harmony number after descending order, the learning harmony is determined according to the roulette range which the random number falls in, thus avoiding the focused selection of the harmony with maximum selection probability, which can avoid the harmony study falling earlier into the local optimum.
Dynamic PAR setting method based on iterative trade-off factor. According to Liang, 13 the harmony perturbation probability PAR usually takes a small value in the early stage of search, which is helpful to quickly find the local optimal solution. With the increase of iteration number, the harmony will gradually approach the local optimum range, then, the PAR value should be increased in order to escape from the local optimum, so PAR needs the dynamic change according to the search step. For this reason, the dynamic tradeoff factor strategy [17] [18] [19] is introduced, and the parameter PAR is dynamically adjusted according to the following formula
wherein PAR min and PAR max are the minimum and the maximum perturbation probability, iter is the current iteration number, and I max is the maximum iteration number. However, the PAR adjustment rate of this formula is linearly constant, but, during the practices, in order to fully excavate the local information in early iteration and jump out of local optimum sooner in the later iteration, the changing speed of PAR should be from slow to fast, therefore, formula (4) can be modified as follows 20-22
Such a value ensures that PAR is small at the beginning, and the perturbation probability increases faster with the increase of iteration number until the last iteration reaches the maximum perturbation probability.
Dynamic bw setting method based on upper/lower boundary difference. Based on the upper and lower bounds information of the sublibrary at each dimension, the dynamic setting strategy of parameter bw is proposed, the fine-tuning bandwidth bw(k) of the kth dimension harmonic component in the sublibrary is calculated by the following formula
wherein max(x k ) and min(x k ) are the maximum and minimum values of the kth dimension harmony component in the sublibrary, that is, when the difference value of the component is larger, it shows that the distribution of the solution is more dispersed, so the corresponding fine-tuning amplitude will be larger. However, in the latter part of algorithm operation, the maximum and minimum values of sublibrary harmony components may be the same, in this case, the difference is equal to zero, and the fine-tuning will be meaningless. To this end, when max(x k ) À min(x k ) ¼ 0, the global maximum kth dimension harmony component upper(x k ) and the minimum component lower(x k ) will replace max(x k ) and min(x k ), respectively, and the harmony fine-tuning bandwidth bw(k) ¼ upper(x k ) À lower(x k ).
Construction and parallel mechanism of map and reduce functions Parallel mechanism of MapReduce. Map and Reduce parallel programming model does not need to consider many details of data storage, classification, distribution, result collection, or error recovery, but these operations by HDFS will rise to a unified framework, with automatic processing by Hadoop system. Data classification, distribution, and error recovery operation by Master (Name Node) can achieve the main server, with the data collection, sorting, and calculation results by several Work servers (Data Node) in Map and Reduce parallel computing function. [23] [24] [25] [26] Then Map<key i , value i >! (out_key j ,inter-mediate_value j ) list; Reduce(out_key j ,intermediate_value j list)!output value list.
HS Map and Reduce function.
1. The main function of Map function is to initialize the harmony memory library and to generate the New Harmony. We combined each parallel partitioning and the phonon library with formulas (1) to (6) , and the dynamic parameter perturbations are used to construct the Map function as follows:
Function Map (k i , v i ) { HMCR ¼ f (HM)/f (HM_INIT); // Probability of memory sublibrary PAR ¼ PAR min Â exp(Àln(PAR max /PAR min )/ (I 2 max À 1)) Â exp((iter 2 /(I 2 max À 1) Â ln(PAR max / PAR min )); // Harmonic perturbation probability Configuration conf ¼ context.getconf (); 
Realization of dynamic parameter HS parallel algorithm Parallel algorithm design of dynamic parameter HS
MapReduce parallel programming framework is introduced on the basis of traditional HS, and the parallel algorithm consists of three parts:
The first part is to initialize the harmony master library and conduct the sublibrary dividing. This stage is completed by Input function, the function output result is a set of harmony sublibraries in the form of <k, v> as the input of Map function.
The second part is to initialize the MapReduce-based Dynamic parameters Harmony Search (MR-DHS) algorithm parameters on Hadoop clusters and conduct the dynamic parameter setting for the partitioning sublibraries and then conduct the parallel search. The dynamic setting and search are done in parallel for each node, and at each computed harmony sublibrary, Map result will perform the first reduction through a Combiner function, the reduced sublibrary is passed to the Reduce function to lessen the burden of Reducer and improve the efficiency of program operation. 27, 28 The third part is to calculate the Reduce function and get the new solution. The sublibraries passed from Combiner are merged, the repeated harmony components are deleted to get a combined harmony library HM_COMBINE, traversing its solutions and comparing with the solutions in original harmony library, and the worst solution in original library is replaced. Finally, the obtained new harmony library is used as the initial harmony library for next algorithm iteration.
When the iteration reaches the maximum number, the algorithm ends.
Dynamic parameter HS parallel algorithm
According to the above-mentioned design idea, the flowchart of dynamic parameter HS parallel algorithm is shown in Figure 2 .
Algorithm improvement and innovation
Comparing Figures 1 and 2 with other existing HS algorithms, the improvement and innovation of this algorithm include: In the aspect of algorithm performance, the time complexity of traditional serial HS algorithm is O (n Â t), wherein t is the iteration number needed to reach the convergence, and n is the dimensions of solution. The improvement of parameters cannot change the time complexity of algorithm, and MR-DHS can greatly reduce the time complexity of HS through parallel computation. The time complexity of the algorithm is O (n Â t / k Â p), wherein k is the number of nodes in the cluster, p is the number of map that can be processed at the same time on a single node, that is to say, the more map to be processed by the whole cluster at one time, the lower the time complexity of the algorithm. In addition, the adoption of single machine multivirtual node makes this algorithm able to get a good acceleration ratio for parallel operation under several machines.
Experimental environment and parameter settings
Hardware environment uses the Intel Core i3 dual-core ordinary PC, with 4 GB memory. Three virtual machine nodes are created, the configuration of virtual machine is AMD's single-core CPU, with main frequency 2.9 GHz, memory 512MB, and hard disk size 64GB, the programming language is Java, IDE is Eclipse4.3.2, and it runs under hadoop-0.20.2 cluster.
In the simulation experiment, the basic HS algorithm and IHS in Mahdavi et al. 8 and the CHS proposed in Li et al. 10 are selected for comparative testing with MR-DHS algorithm proposed in this article. In the parameter setting, HS harmony memory library size is HMS ¼ 10, with memory library learning probability HMCR ¼ 0.9, harmony perturbation probability PAR ¼ 0.3, and bandwidth bw ¼ 0.01. IHS has HMS ¼ 30, HMCR ¼ 0.9, PAR min ¼ 0.3, PAR max ¼0.9, bw min ¼ 1E-06 and bw max ¼ (x max À x min )/20. The harmony memory library of CHS is randomly generated, so the parameters to be specified are HMCR ¼ 0.9, PAR 0.3, bw ¼ (x max À x min )/20. The initial harmony memory library size of MR-DHS algorithm is HMS ¼ 1000 and PAR max ¼ 0.9. The test function selected in the experiment is defined as follows.
f 1 is the continuous unimodal function with the optimal solution of 0. f 2 is the typical nonlinear multimodal function with the wide search spaces, there are many local minimum value points in the definition domain, and for many optimization algorithms, it is easy to fall into local optimum during the solving; f 3 is a multipeak function, similar to f 2 , which is also a typical nonlinear multimodal function, the peak shape shows ups and downs with jumping, it is difficult to find the global optimal value; the global optimal point of f 4 is located in a smooth and narrow parabolic valley, this function provides limited information to the optimization algorithm, thus the algorithm is difficult to identify the search direction and to find the optimal solution.
These four complex functions all have a wide solution search space. When the optimization precision is set as 10 À10 , the number of harmony libraries is very large, so it is suitable for the optimization of large complex function. In this experiment, the dimension of the solution is set at n ¼ 20, then in order to ensure that these four algorithms can reflect their optimal effect in the optimization experiments, we set the algorithm convergence threshold value, that is, when the percentage difference between current iteration results and previous 1000 iteration results is less than 1%, the algorithm is considered to reach the convergence, and the iteration number with maximum convergence threshold value is set as the maximum iteration number I max for the experiment. The optimization results show that the convergence threshold value of IHS algorithm is maximal in the optimization of function f 4 , which is about 20,000 times. Thus, we use this number as the maximum iteration number I max for comparison experiment.
Experimental results and analysis
Comparison of optimization precision. In this experiment, the fixed iteration number is 20,000, and the optimization results of each algorithm are shown in Table 2 .
It can be seen that, in the test of function f 1 , the optimal solution of MR-DHS algorithm is two orders of magnitude worse than CHS algorithm, which does not achieve the expected good effect, indicating that the dynamic parameter setting does not show its role for unimodal function, but it is still eight orders of magnitude stronger than basic harmony algorithm, which shows a big improvement, indicating that the dynamic parameter setting has obvious effect in jumping out of local optimum, but it is inferior to CHS algorithm in the optimization of continuous unimodal function, the reason is that the unimodal function is more advantageous for CHS algorithm to select the initial harmony library. For the nonlinear multimodal functions f 2 and f 3 , the optimal solutions of CHS and MR-DHS are both kept at about 10 À6 , with the better results compared with other algorithms, indicating that the chaotic perturbation operator introduced by CHS algorithm plays a certain effect on further optimization of optimal solutions, while MR-DHS algorithm retains more of optimal solution based on memory learning method of adaptability selection performed through roulette selection. However, regarding the stability of results, the average solution of MR-DHS is one order of magnitude higher than CHS, showing more excellent stability, which is due to the multipoint parallelism of MapReduce, so that one iteration can compare more solutions. In the test of function f 4 , the optimization precision of MR-DHS algorithm is equal to CHS, but the mean solution of CHS is 300 times larger than MR-DHS, which shows that, in the complex functions wherein the search direction is difficult to determine, the parallel search of multiple harmony libraries can obtain better solutions in a single iteration. Convergence speed comparison. The function value optimization curve of functions f 1 $ f 4 after 20,000 times of independent iteration is shown in Figures 2 to 5; Figure 3 reflects that, in the optimization process of continuous unimodal function sphere, the basic harmony algorithm has poor optimization effect, which falls into local optimum too early, MR-DHS algorithm starts convergence at about 8000 iterations, but its optimization precision is two orders of magnitude worse than CHS algorithm, the reason is that the initial harmony library of optimization structure has better initial solutions when CHS algorithm processes the continuous unimodal function, and MR-DHS algorithm does not have the advantage in this point, but the parallel search of multiple sublibraries still gets the better solution. Figures 3 and 4 show the superiority of MR-DHS algorithm when processing the optimization problem of nonlinear multimodal function, the optimization precision is higher than CHS algorithm, with faster convergence, which is 6000 iterations less than CHS algorithm, indicating that the dynamic parameter setting of MR-DHS has stronger global search performance when the initial solution is not ideal enough, and bw parameter set by upper and lower bound information of global harmony component can bring greater diversity to the transformation of solutions. Figure 5 shows that, in the minimization optimization of Rosenbrock function, the optimization results of MR-DHS algorithm are equivalent to CHS algorithm, but MR-DHS algorithm has a faster convergence rate, with the convergence at about 9000 times, while CHS will converge at about 16,000 iterations, the reason is that the nonlinear-growing PAR parameters set by MR-DHS algorithm can allow more solutions to jump out of local optimum in the later iterations.
Algorithm acceleration rate. Table 3 is the relative acceleration ratio of MR-DHS algorithm at node 1 and node 3. It can be seen that the MR-DHS algorithm does not achieve a better acceleration rate when processing the simpler functions such as f 1 and f 3 , while achieving a larger acceleration ratio. And reaching the parallel linear acceleration ratio when processing the complex function f 4 and function f 2 with larger definition domain. This is because the larger solution search space is more conducive to play the superiority of parallel search, and when solving the complex function with less information, MR-DHS parallel search can play the advantages of information sharing, but it does not reach the expected acceleration ratio in simulation experiments, the reason is that the information communication delay between nodes and the startup of cluster affect the execution efficiency of whole system.
All in all, from the above experimental results and analysis, the optimization algorithm of this paper applies to no free lunch theorem, 29 it has advantages in terms of multiple function optimization. However, in some areas it is not always the best.
Conclusion
In this article, we conducted the parallel improvement of basic HS algorithm through MapReduce parallel programming framework and improved the convergence speed of algorithm. The HS parameters were dynamically set, which improved the search precision of the algorithm, and the simulation experiments verified its superiority in solving the complex function optimization problems. But during the experiment, MR-DHS optimization consumed longer time, which may be because the initial harmony library was set too large in order to get a better global solution, but this algorithm has the concept of large data parallel processing, which adapts to the development trend of cloud computing, the next step is to optimize the Combine function in MapReduce to lessen the burden of Reducer, use the customized Partition to process the load balancing of nodes so as to improve the operation efficiency of parallel programs, and try to use the MR-DHS algorithm to process the problems of route optimization and resource planning in the context of more large data.
